
1. Tournament officials will stop folks at this point on Saturday AM to make sure that the individual has had 
their boater safety check (their boat will be flagged).  If not, they will be routed to have their check done.  
Boats will then be double filed  into the line after the check at point 2.   

2. Volunteer here to help direct traffic to maintain the double flow.   
3. Livewells checked here.  Boat identification/launch #’s and angler tournament cards distributed.  Waiting 

point for boats backing down ramp.  Boat captains reminded to truck cut headlights off while backing.   
4. Tournament officials to direct backing and maintain double file.   
5. Two individuals to help those backing boats (solo) to park truck and trailer. This will help the launch pro-

cess.  
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5. Two individuals to help those backing boats (solo) to park their truck and trailer for them in hopes to 
speed up unloading.  Move to the waiting and organization area.  

6. Boats will begin to organize in sequential order until prompted by hearing their number called to proceed 
to Law enforcement’s boat (#6) at a slow idle  and will display their tournament launch card on the DNR’s 
starboard side.  Boat Captains will be asked to pull the kill switch to ensure it’s operating properly. (if boat 
fails to restart, move to side or back to courtesy ramp to resolve issue) 

 Flight 1 Green: boats 1-30 
 Launch at 7:00 (or safe light), return at  2:00 
 Flight 2 Blue: boats  31-60 
 Launch at 7:15 (or 15 mins after safe light), return at 2:15 
 Flight 3 Yellow: boats 61-90 
 Launch at 7:30 (or 30 mins after safe light), return at 2:30 
7/8. Continue at an idle speed until passed through LE gate boats  
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